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Pre-reading questions:
1. Have you ever been through a natural disaster (hurricane, tornado, etc)?
2. Have you ever had to team up with someone that was unlikely to overcome a challenge? How
did it work out?
3. If you were escaping your home in front of a hurricane, what are the three items you would
take from your home to ensure they wouldn’t be destroyed?
Post-reading questions:
1. Why do you think Sophie felt like she had to take over so many responsibilities with the horses
and her family?
2. What happened to Finn and Sophie’s fathers?
3. *Spoiler alert* How did Finn’s father’s death affect his outlook on life?
4. *Spoiler alert* How did Sophie’s father’s accident, alcoholism, and departure from their family
affect her outlook on life?
5. What do you think was going through the mind of Sophie’s mother during the few days Sophie
was essentially missing during the hurricane?
6. What caused Sophie and Finn to reconcile?
Post-reading Activities
1. Create a fan fiction prologue or epilogue to Meet the Sky. Follow the guidelines for the Fan
Fiction competition at tomesociety.org/competitions.html to enter your writing in the Tome
Fan Fiction competition.
2. Create a book review vlog of Meet the Sky. A vlog is a 6-10 minute video blog book review.
Note: A vlog is normally a very casual video without added graphics. It mainly focuses on the
thoughts of the person(s) sharing. Follow the guidelines to enter your vlog in the Tome Vlog
competition.
3. Create a book trailer for Meet the Sky. A book trailer is similar to a movie trailer. Follow the
guidelines to enter it into the Tome Book Trailer competition. Visit
http://www.tomesociety.org/competition-exemplars.html for an example of a book trailer.
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Flipgrid Topic Link: https://flipgrid.com/bcd365b1
Check out the author’s official website at www.mccallhoyle.com
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